Fracture resistance of human cortical bone across multiple length-scales at physiological strain rates
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ABSTRACT

While most fracture-mechanics investigations on bone have been performed at low strain rates, physiological fractures invariably occur at higher loading rates. Here, at strain rates from $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, we investigate deformation and fracture in bone at small length-scales using in situ small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) to study deformation in the mineralized collagen fibrils and at the microstructural level via fracture-mechanics experiments to study toughening mechanisms generating toughness through crack-tip shielding. Our results show diminished bone toughness at increasing strain rates as cracks penetrate through the osteons at higher strain rates instead of deflecting at the cement lines, which is a prime toughening mechanism in bone at low strain rates. The absence of crack deflection mechanisms at higher strain rates is consistent with lower intrinsic bone matrix toughness. In the SAXS experiments, higher fibrillar strains at higher strain rates suggest less inelastic deformation and thus support a lower intrinsic toughness. The increased incidence of fracture induced by high strain rates can be associated with a loss in toughness in the matrix caused by a strain rate induced stiffening of the fibril ductility, i.e., a “locking-up” of the viscous sliding and sacrificial bonding mechanisms, which are the origin of inelastic deformation (and toughness) in bone at small length-scales.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Traumatic injuries, such as falls, often can lead to bone fractures. This fragility is especially significant in the elderly, where broken bones can be associated with a further deterioration in health [1]. As these traumatic injuries invariably result from loading over short time-scales, it is necessary to understand how the structural framework of the human body resists fracture at such physiologically high strain rates. The fracture resistance of human cortical bone is a direct result of its hierarchically assembled structure of collagen and hydroxyapatite (HA) mineral, which spans multiple length-scales from molecular to near-macroscopic dimensions (Fig. 1) [2,3]. Basically, there are two major contributions to the fracture toughness of bone, namely, intrinsic toughening mechanisms that promote “plasticity”, i.e., ductility in the mineralized tissue, and extrinsic toughening mechanisms that act to “shield” a growing crack from the global stresses and strains. [2] The intrinsic toughness represents the inherent fracture resistance of the material and is developed at small (sub-micron) length-scales; here, the fibril can elastically stretch through cooperative deformation between the mineral and collagen [8,9] as well as absorb further deformation through inelastic mechanisms, such as intra/interfibrillar sliding, breaking/reforming of sacrificial bonds, and even through the opening of dilatational bands at the mineral/collagen interface [8,10–12]. The extrinsic toughness of bone, conversely, is a primary function of how the microstructure can inhibit the growth of a crack; essentially, as a
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osteons have a central vascular cavity (the Haversian canal) that is concentrically surrounded by lamellae, which are composed of collagen. At the outer boundary of the osteon is a boundary called the cement line, which has a higher mineralization relative to the surrounding bone matrix. Adapted from Ref. [25].

Bone represents regions of high mineralization relative to the surrounding bone matrix or a collagen de-mineralization event and/or twisting,4 often causing delamination along the cement lines; furthermore, the resulting intact material left between the uncracked ligament bridges spanning the main crack wake, which further enhance the crack-tip shielding [19,20]. In this manner, through a combination of intrinsic plasticity mechanisms at small (sub-micron) length-scales and crack-tip shielding mechanisms at larger length-scales, healthy human cortical bone develops numerous potent mechanisms that can act to resist bone fracture.

Many studies on the strength and toughness properties of human cortical bone have shown succinctly that the complex hierarchical bone-matrix structure at both small and large length-scales is proficient in resisting the initiation and propagation of the major cracks that can cause bone fractures [19,21–26]. However, the reality is that most of these studies have been conducted at low strain rates on the order of $10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ where it is easier to observe and collect data, whereas most physiological bone fractures are generally associated with much higher strain rates. For example, in vivo loading rate measurements on bone suggest strain rates of $\sim 0.007–0.013$ s$^{-1}$ during walking or running and strain rates as high as $\sim 0.02$ s$^{-1}$ during sprinting or downhill running [27–29]; other studies simulating a fall have shown that it takes $\sim 6–10$ ms for a falling femur to reach the peak load once it has begun to make contact with the ground [30], with an upper bound for these high strain rates to be $\sim 25$ s$^{-1}$ for very high impacts [31]. As these physiologically realistic situations represent strain rates some four or more orders of magnitude higher than those used in most bone fracture experiments in the laboratory, characterizing and understanding the role of loading rate in influencing the multi-scale mechanisms by which bone resists fracture is clearly pertinent.

Previous studies have characterized the strength and toughness of bone at a wide range of strain rates [32–42]. The majority of studies point towards a ductile to brittle transition in bone, where there is a progressive increase in the amount of post-yield ductility as well as increase in strength and modulus [34–37,40–42]. Notched toughness tests have also been performed at various strain rates and generally show a decrease in toughness at higher strain rates with a corresponding decrease in the accumulation of damage [32,33,38,39]. Consequently, we analyze here the mechanical response of bone over multiple length-scales at physiological strain rates of $\sim 10^{-5}–10^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Using in situ synchrotron small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering/diffraction (SAXS/WAXD) during uniaxial tensile testing and fracture-mechanics-based fracture toughness analyses, we examine the specific roles of plasticity on intrinsic toughness at sub-micron dimensions and the role of crack-tip shielding on extrinsic toughness at the scale of $\sim 1–100s$ µm to investigate whether the salient mechanisms of toughening in bone are still as effective in resisting bone fractures at physiologically high strain rates.

3 The composition of the cement lines has been a matter of debate in the literature [13–16]. However, the general consensus is that the cement lines in healthy bone represent regions of high mineralization relative to the surrounding bone matrix or a collagen deficient feature in the bone microstructure [14,16].

4 The deflection of a crack from a path of maximum tangential stress, essentially the path of maximum strain energy release rate $G$, can lead to significant reductions in the crack-driving force experienced locally at the crack tip. Typically, an in-plane crack deflection of $\sim 90^\circ$ can reduce the stress intensity $K$ at the crack tip by almost a factor of two; if out-of-plane twisting of the crack path occurs, the reduction in the crack-tip $K$ can be even higher [18].
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The cortical bone from the femur of a 52-year-old male was used for all mechanical testing. The posterior side of the diaphysis/shaft was used in the x-ray scattering experiments, while the samples for toughness testing were taken from the lateral side. Following harvesting, all samples were kept frozen prior to testing, wherein they were machined and then immersed in Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) for at least 12 h.

2.2. Small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering/diffraction

By performing uniaxial tensile tests on small bone samples and subjecting them to real time SAXS and WAXD in the synchrotron light source, we can measure the macroscopic strain in the bone tissue sample, and then partition this strain to determine the individual strains in the fibril (from the SAXS spectra) and HA mineral (from the WAXD spectra) constituents of the bone, based on the procedures initially devised by Gupta et al. [43]. Rectangular samples of human cortical bone in the transverse orientation were sectioned to a thickness of 0.5 mm respectively. As discussed above, a strain rate of 1 s\(^{-1}\) was used for the highest strain rate, and for the lowest strain rate of 10\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\), the 1-D integrations of the 10\(^{-3}\) strain rates, the 1-D in- tegrations of the 10\(^{-3}\) sector above and below the beam center were joined and scattering from the background was subtracted. To determine the first-order collagen peak was found by fitting the 1-D SAXS data with a combination of a linear function and an exponentially modified Gaussian. The strain in the collagen fibrils was measured as the change in position of the first-order collagen peak’s center divided by its location at zero load.

The SAXS data used to determine the strain in the mineral were calibrated using an aluminum standard to find the sample-to-detector distance and beam center, as above. The 2-D datasets for the background and bone were normalized by the photon counts and then converted to a 1-D dataset by taking a 4° sector that was aligned with the loading axis. The background was subtracted from each set of bone data and the (0002) peak of the mineral was fit with a Gaussian and linear function. The strain in the mineral was defined as the change in position of the (0002) peak divided by the location at zero load.

2.4. Fracture toughness testing

The fracture surfaces of the samples used in the SAXS testing were imaged with back-scattered electrons in a variable pressure scanning electron microscope (S-4300SEM/N SEM, Hitachi America, Brisbane, CA) at a pressure of 35 Pa and an accelerating voltage of 25 kV. The porosity of these fracture surfaces was determined with the image analysis software Fiji [47]. To construct the uniaxial stress–strain curves, the stress during the tensile tests was calculated by normalizing the load values measured during testing by the cross-sectional area of each sample’s fracture surface, which excluded porosity and structural voids.

J-integral was computed as the sum of elastic, \(J_{\text{el}}\), and plastic components, \(J_{\text{pl}}\), such that at any point on the load–displacement curve the J-integral can be written as follows:

\[
J = J_{\text{el}} + J_{\text{pl}}
\]

where \(E = E_{\text{Young}}\) modulus, in-plane stress and \(\varepsilon = E / (1 - \nu^2)\) in-plane strain, \(\nu\) is Poisson’s ratio (for bone, \(\nu = 0.3\)), and \(K\) is the linear-elastic stress intensity calculated as follows:

\[
K = \frac{PS}{BW^{1/2}}f(q/W)
\]

To determine the contribution of scattering from the background, SAXS and WAXD data were also acquired with no sample present; the background included scattering from the air, hydration cell as well as HBSS and was taken at the corresponding exposure time. The background data were normalized by the x-ray photon counts and radially integrated over a 10° sector parallel to the loading direction.
where \( P \) is the applied load, \( S \) is the major (three-point) loading span, and \( f(a/W) \) is a geometry dependent function of the crack length to width ratio provided in ASTM Standard E1820 [48]. The plastic component of \( J \) is calculated from the following equation:

\[
J_{pl} = \frac{\eta A_{pl}}{B b}
\]

where \( \eta = 1.9, A_{pl} \) is the plastic area underneath the load—displacement curve, and \( b \) is the uncracked ligament width (i.e., \( b = W - a \)). Using this formulation, the value of \( J \) can be determined at any point along the load—displacement curve. For this analysis, the point of fracture on the load—displacement curve was used to calculate the critical mode I value, \( J_c \).

Fracture toughness values expressed in terms of the stress intensity were then computed using the standard \( J - R \) equivalence (mode I) relationship \( K_{ic} = (E J_c)^{1/2} \), where \( J_c \) is the fracture toughness measured in terms of \( J \) and \( E \) is the plane strain elastic modulus. Values of \( E \) for the cortical bone have previously been determined using nano-indentation in young and aged human femoral samples [49]. The results showed a true elastic modulus of approximately 15.70 ± 3.5 GPa for young bone and 15.85 ± 3.3 GPa for aged bone.

For all fracture toughness tests conducted, conditions for \( J \)-dominance, as specified by ASTM Standard E1820 [48], were met at the high and moderate strain rates, i.e., \( b, B > 10 \langle f\rangle \), where \( \sigma_0 \) is the flow stress. This latter criterion ensures that the critical \( J_c \) values and calculated \( K_{ic} \) values represent valid fracture toughness values. However, a single value toughness test is not optimal for low strain rate conditions, where the toughness increases with crack growth and is best captured through a crack-growth resistance curve, or \( R \)-curve. In terms of ASTM Standard E1820 [48], all single-value toughness measurements at low strain rates were within the maximum \( J \)-integral capacity of the samples (equivalent to a stress intensity of 16.4 MPa.m^{1/2}).

Fracture surfaces and crack—path profiles were imaged in the variable pressure scanning electron microscope, which was operated at 25 keV accelerating voltage in the secondary electron mode at high vacuum and in back-scattered electron mode at a pressure of 35 Pa.

2.6. Statistics

To test for differences between the strain rates in the fracture-mechanics data, a univariate ANOVA with post-hoc tests was performed under Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. \( p \)-Values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Fracture toughness

Fracture toughness tests were performed at three different strain rates. The corresponding critical values of the fracture toughness of the human bone at each strain rate are shown in Fig. 2, where significant overall differences were found between the study groups (\( p = 0.009 \)). Additionally, post hoc tests indicate a significant decrease in toughness by 33% from the lowest to highest strain rates (\( p = 0.008 \)). A similar trend has been observed by Kulin et al. [38,39] for equine bone and Adharapurapu et al. [32] for bovine bone (Fig. 2).

The decrease in toughness values at the higher loading rates is consistent with observations of the crack paths and their effect on the magnitude of the extrinsic toughening mechanisms. Observations of the crack path following testing (Fig. 3) indicate that the extent of crack deflection, particularly as the cracks encountered the osteons, was progressively diminished at increasing strain rates. At low strain rates, cracks tend to deflect macroscopically with a corresponding tortuous crack path (Fig. 3a); the deflected and twisted crack path can be associated with the crack following the cement lines, as observed at higher magnifications by the incidence of either osteons protruding from the surface or osteons surrounded by a circular shell rising above them (Fig. 3b).

In contrast to the complex path of the crack around osteons at low strain rates, the incidence and extent of such deflection was far less apparent at the highest strain rates, where relatively smoother fracture surfaces are observed (Fig. 3c). This behavior is also manifested in the nature and morphology of the fracture surfaces at higher magnifications (Fig. 3d), where the crack path progresses transversely across the face of the osteons with little evidence of crack deflection at the cement lines. Clearly, fractures occur by more tortuous paths at low strain rates as cracks tend to follow the
cement lines that act as preferential locations for microcracking due to their higher mineralization in comparison to the surrounding bone tissue, thereby promoting toughening via crack deflection and twist; this critical extrinsic toughening mechanism, however, is significantly curtailed at the higher strain rates.

3.2. Strength

The strength of bone samples from a single donor was measured in uniaxial tension during the SAXS/WAXD tests in the x-ray synchrotron. The resulting stress–strain curves are shown in Fig. 4a for the four strain rates tested ranging from $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$. From these results, it is apparent that bone strength actually increases at higher strain rates whereas the ductility of the bone, as measured by the post-yield plastic deformation, is diminished, which is in agreement with previous mechanical tests [31,35,50].

3.3. Small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering/diffraction

Results from the in situ SAXS analysis of the uniaxial tensile tests at the four strain rates, shown in Fig. 4b, indicate the individual strain in the mineralized collagen fibril as a function of macroscopic tissue strain in the bone sample. Despite the difficulty in obtaining precise data at the highest strain rate of $10^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ due to the short exposure times (see Appendix Fig. A1), there is a trend towards a higher proportion of strain being transferred to the fibril with increasing strain rate, implying a distinct strain-rate dependent change in the deformation mechanisms in the bone at small length-scales. A rate-dependency in the mineral strain was not observed.

4. Discussion

The question posed here is whether the strength and toughening mechanisms found at lower strain rates are as effective in inhibiting bone fractures at the high strain rates associated with physiological activity and fracture incidents. To address this, we have investigated the toughness of bone at both small length-scales, using SAXS/WAXD experiments to examine its strength and plasticity, and at larger length-scales, using a fracture-mechanics characterization of the toughness and corresponding crack trajectories, at strain rates between $10^{-1}$ and $10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$.

---

**Fig. 3.** The fracture surfaces of the toughness samples were observed in the scanning electron microscope following fracture toughness measurements. For the low loading rate tests corresponding to lower strain rates, (a) cracks follow an expected deflected path through the microstructure, consistent with the rough fracture surfaces which indicate a tortuous fracture path with numerous twists and deflections. (b) A closer examination at high magnification shows whole osteons either protruding from the surface or containing a circular shell rising above them suggesting that the crack deflected at, and then followed, the cement lines as it advanced through the bone–matrix structure. Such highly twisted and deflected crack paths provide a major contribution to the extrinsic toughness of bone. For the toughness tests at the highest loading rate corresponding to the highest strain rate, (c) cracks in the bone followed a distinctively straighter path, with a smoother and less tortuous fracture profile (i.e., less crack deflection and twist). (d) The corresponding high-resolution SEM imaging revealed that the crack grew across the osteons and did not take a circuitous route around the cement lines. Thus, as the strain rate increases, the toughening mechanism of crack deflection along the brittle cement lines appears to be less effective. The crack is growing from right to left in all images.
4.1. Extrinsic toughness

From the results of the fracture toughness experiments, the resistance of cortical bone to fracture clearly diminishes by roughly 33% at higher strain rates (Fig. 2) indicating a change in the bone’s extrinsic resistance to fracture. At the microstructural scale (~10–100 μm), we find the lower toughness to be associated with a distinct change in crack path in relation to the bone-matrix structure, which has a definitive effect on the generation of extrinsic toughness in the bone. Images of the fracture surfaces after micro-notched three-point bending tests indicate that at lower strain rates, the crack takes a tortuous path through the bone-matrix structure and deflects at the cement-line boundaries of the osteons, which have a higher mineralization in comparison to the surrounding bone tissue (Fig. 3a,b). This crack deflection (and/or crack twist) increases the toughness as a function of crack extension because of the induced change in the mode-mixity at the crack tip, which reduces the overall stress intensity. In contrast, at higher strain rates, crack deflection at the cement line is effectively absent such that the crack takes a straighter crack path that penetrates across the face of the osteon (Fig. 3c,d). The absence of the crack deflection mechanism, which significantly decreases the extrinsic contributions to the bone toughness, can be readily coupled with the reduced intrinsic toughness of bone resulting from diminished plasticity at higher strain rates, as discussed below.

To provide a relatively simple explanation why higher strain rates would cause a growing crack in bone to be more likely to cut through the osteons rather than deflect at the cement lines, we can use the theoretical framework of He and Hutchinson [51] for a linear-elastic crack impinging on the interface between two dissimilar materials, following the approach used to examine the effect of the dentin-enamel interface in teeth [52] and the osteonal interface in bone [53]. The conditions for a crack penetrating, as opposed to arresting at, or delaminating along, an interface between two dissimilar materials, termed 1 and 2, depend on (i) the elastic (Young’s) modulus $E$ mismatch of materials across the interface, which is captured with the first Dundurs’ parameter $a = (E_1 - E_2)/(E_1 + E_2)$, and (ii) the ratio of the toughness of the interface, expressed in terms of the strain-energy release rate $G_{int}$, to the toughness of the material into which the crack will propagate, $G$, as shown for a normally incident crack in Fig. 5. To apply this formulation to bone (Fig. 5), we first let the crack start in the interstitial bone, with modulus $E_1$, and let the crack impinge on the cement line interface with toughness $G_{int}$ that surrounds an osteon with modulus $E_2$ and toughness $G_{osteon}$. If the values of the elastic mismatch and $G_{int}/G_{osteon}$ are above the line in Fig. 5, the crack will penetrate into the osteon, whereas if the values are below the line, the crack will be deflected along the interface. For the analysis presented here, we assume that the value of $a$ and the toughness of the highly mineralized cement line interface remain essentially insensitive to strain rate.

Applying this approach, we know that because crack deflection occurs at the osteonal interfaces at low strain rates, the elastic mismatch and toughness ratio must result in conditions to be beneath the line in Fig. 5, where a crack impinging on an interface between dissimilar materials causes crack deflection. As the strain rate increases, our fracture experiments indicate that we must cross the line in Fig. 5 towards the region where conditions cause the crack to penetrate the interface. As stated above, if the elastic mismatch and toughness of the interface are unlikely to be affected by strain rate, then crack penetration through the osteons at high strain rates would only be viable if the toughness of the bone matrix decreased (such that conditions fall above the curve). The

---

Although the modulus of bone has been shown to increase with high strain rate [31,35,50], the relative change in modulus between osteonal and interstitial bone with strain rate is largely unknown; however, the moduli for each region will most likely change proportionally and leave a similar elastic mismatch as at low strain rates. Therefore, we believe it is a reasonable assumption that the elastic mismatch will not be affected significantly by strain rate.
implication of this result is that when loading is applied to bone at a higher rate, the bone–matrix structure ahead of a growing crack has the effect of appearing to be less ductile, i.e., displaying less plasticity or toughness, and as a result, the cement lines are no longer a source of extrinsic toughening through the generation of deflected crack trajectories.  

4.2. Intrinsic toughness

The intrinsic toughness of the bone describes its inherent resistance to fracture, which primarily originates through plasticity mechanisms at small length-scales. As the fracture toughness results suggest that the bone matrix toughness diminishes at higher strain rates, we used SANS/WAXD to study the intrinsic toughening mechanisms at the fibrillar scale.

Previous experimental and molecular dynamics studies on unmineralized and mineralized collagen fibrils indicate that during elastic (recoverable) straining, fibrillar deformation occurs through stretching of the fibrils [8,9,11,25]. At the onset of inelastic deformation, slippage and/or sliding mechanisms between the collagen and mineral components as well as between fibrils have been proposed and may include the breaking/reforming of sacrificial bonds and/or the formation of dilatational bonds [10–12,25,56]. These deformation mechanisms allow the bone to absorb deformation energy during inelastic (post-yield) straining.

Through small-angle x-ray scattering, we investigated fibrillar deformation at low and high strain rates. At slower strain rates, we found that the fibrillar strain linearly increases with tissue strain (i.e., applied strain) in the elastic region implying stretching of the fibril (Fig. 4b). As the applied strain increases, a plateau is reached. At this point, essentially the maximum strain of the fibril has been reached and further deformation is proposed to occur through inelastic mechanisms, such as sliding between fibrils, or possibly microcracking at higher length-scales. This inelastic deformation allows the bone to develop intrinsic toughness because the higher length-scales can deform rather than induce complete fracture of the fibrils [25].

At higher strain rates, the fibril strain vs. tissue strain has a higher slope (Fig. 4b), especially for the two highest strain rates. The higher slope at higher strain rates implies that for a given tissue strain, more strain or deformation occurs within the fibril. The fact that more strain occurs within the fibril implies that mechanisms responsible for bone’s inelasticity (i.e., fibrillar sliding, sacrificial debonding, etc.) are constrained because deformation is not dissipated through these inelastic mechanisms but directly results in fibril stretching. We believe that this behavior is related to the viscosity or time-dependent nature of the deformation of the whole mineralized collagen fibril structure.

To study this in further detail, we need to focus on the origins of inelastic deformation within the bone. A common assertion in the literature has been that bone develops its toughness from its collagen constituents, which naturally have viscoelastic material behavior in comparison to the whole bone or the mineral. However, recent experimental and computational studies have found that the whole fibril (in this case, unmineralized) is more viscous than a single collagen molecule [9,57]. This plays on the idea that while strength comes from stretching of the fibril (i.e., composite of collagen and mineral), toughness comes from the hierarchical architecture, which allows damage tolerance [58]. Thus, the viscous or inelastic nature of bone may not originate completely from the collagen constituent but from the multi-length-scale architecture, in this case of the fibril. Indeed, the arrangement of collagen and mineral within the fibril as well as the relative assembly of fibrils allows sliding within and between fibrils, sacrificial length-scales, and the opening of dilatational bands or microcracks, which all allow bone to deform inelastically.

With respect to the SANS results, we see more strain in the fibril because the viscous mechanisms essentially “lock-up” at the higher
strain rates, i.e., strain-rate stiffening akin to the behavior of a dashpot at high rates of deformation. However, instead of restricting stretching (as a higher cross-link profile would do), the loss in viscosity allows the fibril to stretch further. Thus, at slower strain rates, the fibrils have a certain amount of plasticity and energy absorption through sliding mechanisms within and between fibrils, while at higher strain rates, the sliding mechanisms lock-up causing the fibrils themselves to stretch further, accounting for less overall plasticity, but higher strength, in the macroscopic properties.

Studies at low strain rates provide a pathway towards understanding the complexities of deformation in human bone and the mechanisms at multiple size-scales that resist bone fracture. However, studies such as this that simulate physiological conditions reinforce the necessity to incorporate the physiological conditions of environment and disease in order to make progress towards decreasing the incidence of bone fracture.

Finally, the shortcomings of this study should be noted in that testing at the physiological strain rates required us to test the limits of the experimental equipment and the flux limits of a third-generation synchrotron. Specifically, at high strain rates, short exposure times and fast data collection times were required to make multiple measurements along the stress—strain curve for each sample. Both of these factors reduce the number of scattering events captured on the SAXS detector, which in turn reduces the precision with which we can measure the fibrillar and mineral strains at the highest strain rate. The precision of the strain measurement is given in Appendix Fig. A1 and should be regarded as a limitation of this study. An additional limitation is the use of a single human donor for the experiments. While testing the effects of strain rate on a single donor eliminates the confounding factors of inter-individual variability, only using a single donor does pose a limitation to broadly applying the results to a larger population.

5. Summary and conclusions

Human cortical bone is a complex hierarchical composite that allows deformation at numerous length-scales throughout its structure. At low strain rates, bone resists fracture through the stretching of the mineralized fibrils followed by the generation of plasticity through inelastic mechanisms, such as intra-interfibrillar sliding, sacrificial bonding, and dilational band formation. Additionally, at the micron length-scale, the microstructure resists crack growth through the mechanisms of crack deflection along cement lines and uncracked-ligament bridging that both increase the bone’s extrinsic toughness.

The results of this study indicate that these toughening mechanisms may change as bone is loaded at higher strain rates. First, at large length-scales, the bone has a lower toughness associated with straighter crack paths across osteons, in comparison to the tortuous crack path taken along the cement lines at low strain rates. The loss in the extrinsic crack deflection mechanism implies that the toughness of the bone matrix must be lower at higher strain rates. SAXS experiments support a lower matrix toughness by indicating that a greater proportion of the applied strain is transferred to the fibrils at high strain rates, which may be due to the “locking-up” of the viscous mechanisms promoting inelastic or intrinsic toughness.

Specifically, we conclude that:

1. Strength tests reveal a progressive loss in plasticity as strain rate increases, which indicates that structural mechanisms promoting inelastic deformation change with strain rate.

2. As the strain rate (or stress-intensity rate) increases (by some four orders of magnitude), the fracture toughness decreases by some 33%. Cracks propagate across the osteonal matrix taking a straighter path than at lower strain rates, where the toughness increases as cracks deflect and follow the cement lines. The absence of crack deflection at the osteonal interfaces represents a significant loss in extrinsic toughness of the bone.

3. The fact that the cracks do not deflect at the osteonal interfaces at higher strain rates can be qualitatively explained through a He and Hutchinson analysis. Essentially, if the bone matrix toughness (i.e., the energy absorption capability) decreases in relation to the toughness of the cement line, then the crack will penetrate the cement line instead of arresting or deflecting along it.

4. SAXS/WAXD allows us to investigate deformation at the fibrillar and mineral length-scales. As the strain rate increases, the fibrils carry a higher proportion of strain. Indeed, the viscous nature of the deformation mechanisms in bone is deemed to originate not only from the collagen molecules but also from the hierarchical structure of the collagen fibrils and fibers. Inelastic deformation within the fibrils essentially “locks-up” at increasing strain rate; consequently the fibrils are subjected to an increasing stretch with less contributions from the viscous toughening mechanisms, which may include intra- and interfibrillar sliding, dilational band formation, microcracking and breaking/reforming of sacrificial bonds.
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Appendix. Interpretation of SAXS data at high strain rates

Small-angle x-ray scattering during mechanical tension tests is a commonly used technique to investigate the strain at the fibril length-scale in relation to the deformation applied at the whole bone level [25,43,59]. However, even at low strain rates (such as $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-3}$ s⁻¹), small variations in data are to be expected. These variations can be caused by the heterogeneity of the bone structure, associated with the inherent variability in composition and structure at the local scale. The consequent scatter in measured mechanical properties of the collagen fibrils is not uncommon and has also been reported with other techniques, such as atomic force microscopy [60,61].

The SAXS technique does pose further limitations at fast strain rates. The experimental limitations of the equipment specifically apply to the fastest strain rate of 10¹⁻¹ s⁻¹ where the fast data collection times reduce the number of scattering events that can be captured (see Fig. A1a,b). The reduced number of scattering events can then lower the precision of the fibril d-spacing measurement. Such fibril strain measurements at fast strain rates are thus affected by the precision of data measurement and by local variations in structure.
Fig. A1. As the strain rate is increased, faster data collection rates are required to perform the SAXS and WAXD measurements within the time frame of the mechanical test. The faster data collection also requires that the samples be exposed to x-rays for a shorter time. Lowering the exposure time from 500 ms to 2.5 ms results in a severe loss in the intensity of the SAXS (a) and WAXD (b) data because less x-rays are interacting with the sample. Thus, the precision with which the peak center can be determined deteriorates. This is certainly clear in panels (c) and (d) which show the precision of the fibril and mineral strains, respectively, in undeformed samples at the three exposure times used in the 10⁻⁵ (500 ms), 10⁻³ (40 ms) and 10⁻¹ (3 ms) strain rates.